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ABSTRACT
The thermohaline hysteresis response to varying North Atlantic freshwater forcing is studied by means of a
three-dimensional global ocean general circulation model (OGCM). The influence of vertical diffusivity is
examined using a wide range of mixing coefficients. For sufficiently large vertical diffusivity the model shows
a pronounced hysteresis behavior, so that two equilibrium states of the thermohaline circulation are found: one
mode with intense deep-water formation in the North Atlantic (‘‘on’’ mode) and one mode with strongly reduced
convective activity (‘‘off ’’ mode). By decreasing the diffusivity , the two branches of the hysteresis merge. In
addition, the effect of numerical diffusion is analyzed by applying different advection schemes. A positive
feedback between overturning strength and the numerical diffusivity of upstream advection is found, resulting
in a reduced stability of the ‘‘on’’ mode. Comparing the results with those from zonally averaged models exhibits
substantial differences regarding the stability properties of the thermohaline circulation. Freshwater transports
by horizontal gyres have an important effect on the overturning circulation in the OGCM.
1. Introduction
The present-day circulation of the North Atlantic
Ocean transports about 1015 W of heat northward (e.g.,
Hall	 and Bryden 1982; Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000).
Much
 of this heat transport is associated with the ther-
mohaline circulation (THC). Previous modeling studies
have suggested that the THC can possess multiple equi-
libria. The present-day circulation is characterized by
active North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formation
(‘ ‘on’’ mode). In a so-called ‘‘off ’’ mode, convective
activity in the North Atlantic is strongly reduced or
ceases completely (Manabe and Stouffer 1988; Marotz-
ke and Willebrand 1991). Transitions from one mode to
another can be triggered by freshwater perturbations in
the North Atlantic (e.g., Bryan 1986; Maier-Reimer and
Mikolajewicz
 1989; Stocker and Wright 1991; Miko-
lajewicz and Maier-Reimer 1994). There is paleocli-
matic evidence that shifts in the THC occurred in the
past, affecting climate in the North Atlantic realm (e.g.,
Keigwin and Lehman 1994; Clark et al. 2001). In order
to understand the past climate history as well as the
sensitivity of the climate system to an increase of green-
house gas concentrations in the atmosphere, it is nec-
essar y to identify those factors that control the THC.
One of these factors is determined by vertical (or
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diapycnal) mixing in the ocean, providing a mechanism
for the conversion of cold deep waters formed in polar
and subpolar regions into warm water of the upper layers
(e.g., Marotzke 1997; Munk and Wunsch 1998). Utiliz-
ing numerical models, previous studies have empha-
sized the sensitive dependence of overturning strength
on vertical mixing (Bryan 1987; Wright and Stocker
1992; Marotzke 1997; Weber 1998; Zhang et al. 1999).
Manabe and Stouffer (1999) suggested furthermore that
the stability of the THC and the possibility of multiple
equilibria depend on vertical diffusion. In particular,
they speculated that there is a critical value of diffusivity
above which two stable equilibria do not exist.
Unfortunately , values for vertical diffusivity are sub-
ject to considerable uncertainty (e.g., Munk and Wunsch
1998). In climate models vertical mixing coefficients
are often used to tune the overturning strength in order
to obtain realistic oceanic heat transports. Moreover,
implicit diffusion can be introduced by numerical ad-
vection,ﬀ with substantial consequences for the meridi-
onal overturning (Gerdes et al. 1991). Therefore, sen-
sitivity studies regarding the effect of vertical mixing
on THC stability are essential in order to estimate the
probability of rapid climate transitions associated with
THC modes.
Recently, the thermohaline hysteresis response of At-
lantic overturning to varying freshwater forcing and ver-
tical mixing has been analyzed in multibasin zonally
averaged ocean models (Ganopolski et al. 2001;
Schmittnerﬁ and Weaver 2001). The authors found that
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FIG. 1. Profiles of vertical diffusivity used in the present study.
Top-level diffusivities are written above the diagram.
large diffusivity reduces the width of the hysteresis loop
such that two equilibria only exist in the area of positive
freshwater! perturbation. Here, we study the hysteresis
behavior" of the THC in a three-dimensional global ocean
general# circulation model (OGCM). The influence of
vertical$ diffusivity is examined by using a wide range
of% mixing coefficients. Furthermore, the effect of nu-





a.( Model and forcing
The) ocean model is based on the Hamburg large-scale
geostrophic# (LSG) ocean model (Maier-Reimer et al.
1993). The model integrates the momentum equations,
including* all terms except the nonlinear advection of
momentum,& by an implicit time integration method that
allows+ a time step of 1 month. The free surface is treated
prognostically, . The model has 11 vertical levels and a
horizontal- resolution of 3.5. on% a semistaggered grid
type/ ‘‘E’’ (cf. Mesinger and Arakawa 1976). A new
tracer/ advection scheme for temperature and salinity has
been" implemented. It is an adaption of the scheme by
Farrow0 and Stevens (1995) using a predictor–corrector
method,& with a centered difference scheme for the pre-
dictor1 and a third-order QUICK scheme (Leonard 1979)
for! the corrector stage. Explicit integration of both stag-
es2 results in a time step constraint that requires the use
of% subcycles. Here we employ eight subcycles, that is,
a+ time step of 3.75 days for tracer advection. The
QUICK3 scheme is less diffusive than the standard LSG
upstream4 scheme and less dispersive than the common
centered5 difference scheme. Explicit diffusion is nec-
essar2 y to ensure computational stability. Depth-depen-
dent1 horizontal diffusivities are employed (Bryan and
Lewis6 1979) ranging from 1077 cm5 2 s 8 1 at+ the surface
to/ 5 9 106: cm5 2 s ; 1 at+ the bottom. The use of vertical
diffusivities1 is described below. The LSG ocean model
with< QUICK advection has been tested thoroughly with
various$ forcings (Scha¨fer-Neth and Paul 2001).
The) ocean model is driven by monthly fields of wind
stress, surface air temperature, and freshwater flux pro-
vided$ by the control integration of the atmospheric
GCM= ECHAM3/T42 (Roeckner et al. 1992). In order
to/ close the hydrological cycle, a runoff scheme trans-
ports, freshwater from the continents to the ocean. For
the/ surface heat flux Q> we< use a boundary condition of
the/ form
2Q> ? (@ ACBDAFE )(G T H T ),G1 2 a sI (1)
@
as+ suggested by Willebrand (1993). Here, TJ aI is the pre-
scribed air temperature, and TJ sK denotes
1
the ocean surface
temperature./ Unlike conventional temperature restoring,
the/ thermal boundary condition (1) allows for scale se-
lectiveL damping of surface temperature anomalies. For
the/ parameters M 1 and+ N 2 we< choose 15 W m O 2 K P 1 and+
2 Q 1012 W KR S 1,T respectively. This choice enables the
simulation of observed sea surface temperatures as well
as+ the maintenance of large-scale temperature anomalies
in* the North Atlantic during the hysteresis experiments
(see@ the appendix). Sea surface temperatures are set to
the/ freezing point when grid cells are covered by sea
ice* or when temperatures fall below the freezing point
because" of strong surface heat losses.
b.U Vertical diffusivity
InV order to examine the influence of vertical diffu-
sivity on the thermohaline hysteresis behavior, we use
six versions of the model that differ in vertical mixing.
Five0 versions employ the QUICK advection scheme
with< explicit horizontal and vertical diffusion. Vertical
mixing& coefficients are displayed in Fig. 1. The depth-
dependent1 diffusivity profiles are based on Bryan and
Lewis6 (1979) except that vertical diffusivities vary be-
tween/ 0.2 and 1.3 cm2 s W 1 in the upper ocean. Accord-
ingly* , the different model versions are denoted as V0.2,
V0.6,X V1.0, and V1.3. Bottom water diffusivity is al-
tered/ only in version V2.6.
InV order to get some insight into the effect of nu-
merical& diffusion on THC stability, the sixth version of
the/ model employs the original LSG implicit upstream
advection+ scheme (Maier-Reimer et al. 1993). The up-
stream scheme is first-order accurate in space and highly
diffusive1 (e.g., Molenkamp 1968). Explicit vertical dif-
fusion! is not included in this version.
3.Y Results
a.( ‘‘On’’ mode dynamics
EquilibriumZ Atlantic meridional overturning stream-
functions! for the unperturbed (i.e., no freshwater flux
anomaly+ applied) ‘‘on’’ mode are shown in Fig. 2 for
V0.2,X V1.0, and V2.6. A strong dependence of over-
turning/ strength on vertical diffusivity is detected. The
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FIG. 2. Atlantic meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv) of the unperturbed (i.e., zero
freshwater flux anomaly) ‘‘on’’ mode for (a) V0.2, (b) V1.0, and (c) V2.6. The 40-yr means
are shown.
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FIG. 3. Maximum North Atlantic overturning (crosses) and NADW
export across 30[ S (squares) against upper-ocean vertical diffusivity
in a log–log plot for the ‘‘on’’ mode (k\ ] denotes top-level vertical
diffusivity). Values are 40-yr means. Least squares approximations
are shown by lines. The gradient of a line corresponds to the exponent
of a power law. For North Atlantic maximum overturning (dashed
line) the gradient is 0.79. For NADW export (solid line) the gradient
is 0.70.
FIG. 4. Relation between meridional density gradient in the Atlantic
Ocean and upper-ocean vertical diffusivity for the ‘‘on’’ mode (k\ ^
denotes top-level vertical diffusivity). As a measure for the density
gradient we define _a`cb Nd e S, where Nd and S denote zonallyf f f f
and vertically averaged potential densities in the North Atlantic (at
65g N)h and in the South Atlantic (at 30i S). Vertical averaging is over
thej entire depth of the NADW overturning cell at 65k Nh and over the
depth of the upper limb of the overturning circulation at 30 l S (this
depth varies from 1000 m in V0.2 to 1500 m in V2.6). The gradient
of the least squares approximation in the log–log plot is m 0.05. Ac-
cording to (3), this gradient has to be taken into account when testing
thej validity of the 2/3 power law (2) in our OGCM.low diffusivity in version V0.2 prevents the develop-
ment& of a deep North Atlantic overturning cell. As we
shall discuss later, this THC turns out to be monostable.
Overturningn ratios, that is, ratios of NADW export to
the/ Southern Ocean across 30o Sp and maximum over-
turning/ in the North Atlantic, are roughly 0.75 in all
model& versions employing QUICK advection except for
V2.6X where the ratio drops to 0.66. Southern meridional
overturning% cells are associated with Antarctic Bottom
WR ater (AABW) formation. The inflow of bottom water
to/ the Atlantic Ocean is about 8 Sv (Sv q 106: m3r s s 1)G
in* all QUICK scheme model versions. This value is
consistent5 with recent inverse modeling results (Gana-
chaud5 and Wunsch 2000).
Providedt that sinking of NADW is balanced by up-
welling< in low latitudes, counteracting downward dif-
fusive! buoyancy fluxes and maintaining the density
stratification (Munk 1966; Munk and Wunsch 1998),
simple scaling analysis yields a 2/3 power-law depen-
dence1 of the meridional overturning u on% vertical dif-
fusivity! kv w and+ a 1/3 power-law dependence of x on% the
upper4 -ocean density range y{z (e.g.,@ Winton 1996; Mar-




kv  or% (2)
1 2
log~ logc a( logkv ,T a(  . (3)Ł
3 3
T) o test the validity of these scalings in our model, we
plot, overturning strength against upper-ocean vertical
diffusivity1 , ignoring changes in the meridional density
gradient# (Fig. 3). We find exponents a( OGCM  0.70

and
0.79 for NADW export at 30 Sp and North Atlantic max-
imum* overturning, respectively. As the meridional den-
sity gradient actually increases with vertical mixing
(chiefly@ as a result of increasing densities in the northern
Atlantic), these exponents have to be corrected to take
into* account the 1/3 power dependence on { . Accord-
ing* to Fig. 4, this correction amounts to  0.05. Adding
this/ value to a( OGCM yields the actual power law depen-
dence1 of overturning on vertical diffusivity in the
OGCM,n which is indeed close to a(  2/3. We emphasize
that/ in our experiments vertical mixing below 3000 m
is* significantly altered only in version V2.6 (Fig. 1).
Therefore,) our result confirms previous model studies
(e.g.,@ Cummins et al. 1990; Scott and Marotzke 2002),
demonstrating1 that the effect of vertical mixing on over-
turning/ is most important where vertical density gra-
dients1 are largest, that is, in the low-latitude upper ocean
at+ thermocline depths. Deep and bottom water mixing
does1 not contribute significantly to the strength of the
NADW overturning circulation (Scott and Marotzke
2002).
T) oggweiler and Samuels (1995) found a strong sen-
sitivity of NADW overturning to changes in Southern
Oceann wind stress. An additional experiment with ver-
sion V0.6 shows that this ‘‘Drake Passage effect’’ is
weak< in our model. A 50% increase of wind stresses
over% the Southern Ocean yields an amplification of the
meridional& overturning by only 7%.
Figure0 5 shows the unperturbed ‘‘on’’ mode Atlantic
meridional& overturning for the upstream version of the
ocean% model. The maximum overturning in the North
Atlantic is close to that of V2.6, reflecting the high
numerical diffusion of the upstream advection scheme.
Nevertheless, the meridional overturning circulation dif-
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FIG. 5. Atlantic meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv) of the unperturbed ‘‘on’’ mode using upstream
advection. A 40-yr mean is shown.
FIG. 6. Meridional overturning at 30 S against surface freshwater flux anomaly in the North Atlantic for
model versions with different vertical mixing: QUICK scheme versions V0.2, V0.6, V1.0, V1.3, V2.6, and
version with upstream advection. The hysteresis loops are obtained as follows: Integration starts at the upper
branch with zero freshwater perturbation. The freshwater input is then slowly increased until 0.35 Sv. The
integration proceeds on the lower branch with freshwater input decreasing until  0.35 Sv. Then the freshwater
input increases again to close the loop.
fers substantially from the QUICK scheme results. The
export2 of NADW at 30 Sp is much smaller, resulting in
an+ overturning ratio of only 0.55, and the southern over-
turning/ cell is extremely weak. We emphasize that the
numerical diffusivity of the upstream advection scheme
is* proportional to the flow velocity, and hence varies in
time/ and space (e.g., Molenkamp 1968). This gives rise
to/ a positive feedback between overturning strength and
vertical$ diffusivity: numerical diffusivity increases as
the/ overturning strengthens, leading to a further ampli-
fication

of the overturning. Moreover, large numerical
diffusion1 also arises in horizontal direction affecting the
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FIG. 7. Difference of the unperturbed ‘‘on’’ mode Atlantic meridional overturning between (a) V0.6 and
V1.3ﬂ and between (b) V1.3 and V2.6 (Sv). The 40-yr means are shown.
circulation.5 Therefore, it is not possible to mimic the
upstream4 numerical diffusivity by using a higher order
advection+ scheme together with large (vertical) explicit
diffusion1 as suggested by Manabe and Stouffer (1999).
b.U Hysteresis curves
For0 each version of the model, the hysteresis behavior
of% the THC is studied by applying a slowly varying
sur face freshwater flux perturbation to the North Atlan-
tic./ Starting from the equilibrium ‘‘on’’ mode, the fresh-
water< flux is changed by 0.05 Sv per 1000 years. Fol-
lowingL Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) the freshwater
perturbation, is uniformly added in the latitude belt 20 –
50  ¡ N to be in the Northern Hemisphere, but to avoid
forcing! convection regions directly. The freshwater flux
is* not compensated elsewhere. Because of the slowly
var$ ying nature of the surface forcing the model is in
quasi¢ equilibrium during the integration except during
mode transitions (cf. Rahmstorf 1995). Resulting hys-
teresis/ loops are shown in Fig. 6, where the export of
NADW across 30£ Sp is plotted against the applied surface
freshwater flux anomaly.
Apart from V0.2, a pronounced hysteresis behavior
is evident in all model versions. Starting from zero per-
turbation,/ an increased freshwater input to the North
Atlantic reduces North Atlantic salinity, and hence den-
sity , weakening thermohaline overturning. When the
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FIG. 8. Critical freshwater perturbation Fc, required to shut down
thej ‘‘on’’ mode (see the text for an exact definition), against upper-
ocean vertical diffusivity in a log–log plot (k\ ¤ denotes top-level ver-
ticalj diffusivity). The gradient of the least squares approximation is
0.57. It corresponds to the exponent of a power law.
freshwater perturbation gets strong enough, the ‘‘off’’
mode& becomes the only equilibrium solution for the
oceanic% circulation. Once the THC is in the ‘‘off ’’ mode,
a+ negative freshwater flux anomaly (i.e., net evapora-
tion)/ is required to switch back to the ‘‘on’’ mode. In
order% to understand the influence of vertical mixing on
the/ oceanic hysteresis behavior, it is necessary to ana-
lyzeL the stability properties of both ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off ’’
modes.&
c.¥ Vertical mixing and stability of the ‘‘on’’ mode
For0 vertical diffusion coefficients up to 1.3 cm2 s ¦ 1,T
the/ anomalous freshwater flux necessary to stop NADW
formation! increases with diffusivity. To understand this,
the/ Atlantic overturning difference between V0.6 and
V1.3X is shown in Fig. 7a. The stronger overturning in
the/ more diffusive version of the model is associated
with< an increased supply of high-saline, warm near-
sur face waters to the northern Atlantic, and an inten-
sified return flow of relatively fresh and cold deep water
masses.& The overturning circulation thus acts to reduce
the/ meridional gradients of temperature and salinity im-
posed, by the surface fluxes. Since the evolution of the
temperature/ field is restricted by variable surface heat
fluxes,§ the meridional overturning acts more effectively
on% salinity and, hence, tends to increase the density of
North Atlantic water masses. Therefore, a stronger THC
is* less sensitive to freshwater perturbations due to higher
North Atlantic densities and an effective meridional
mixing& of salinity anomalies by the large-scale over-
turning/ circulation.
A theoretical study by Zhang et al. (1999) suggests
that/ the critical freshwater perturbation F¨ c© ,T required to
shut down the thermally driven THC, scales with a 2/3
power, with vertical diffusivity; that is, F¨ c© ª . De-2/3k
v «
fining Fc© as+ the freshwater input at which the upper
branch" of a hysteresis joins its lower branch in the area
of% positive freshwater perturbation (see Fig. 6), we plot
F¨ c© against+ upper-ocean vertical diffusivity for the bist-
able+ versions of our model with diffusion coefficients
up4 to 1.3 cm 2 s ¬ 1 (Fig.@ 8). We find a slightly weaker
power, law dependence of Fc© on% mixing than suggested
by" the scaling analysis, with an exponent of 0.57. This
discrepancy1 can partly be attributed to the simplifying
assumptions+ of fixed temperatures and zero freshwater
transports/ by horizontal gyres in the derivation of the
2/3 power law.
The) monotonic relation between vertical diffusivity
and+ critical freshwater perturbation breaks down for
ver$ y large diffusion coefficients. In order to elucidate
the/ ocean’s response to very large thermocline diffu-
sivity , we look at the Atlantic overturning difference
between" V1.3 and V2.6 (Fig. 7b). An upper southern
overturning% cell emerges from the difference plot, which
is* associated with strong upwelling through the tropical
thermocline./ This strong upwelling is an essential ele-
ment& of the overturning circulation in the highly dif-
fusive! version of the model, maintaining stratification
by" a vertical advective–diffusive density balance. As a
result,­ the near-surface transport of high-saline water
from! the southern subtropics to the North Atlantic is
substantially reduced in V2.6. The northward transport
of% fresher water masses leads to lower salinities, and
hence- densities, in the North Atlantic, making the THC
more& sensitive to freshwater perturbations in the highly
diffusive1 case.
As to the THC’s stability in the upstream version, the
positive, feedback between overturning strength and nu-
merical& diffusivity must be taken into account. As the
THC) becomes weaker with increasing freshwater per-
turbation,/ numerical diffusion decreases, causing a fur-
ther/ reduction in overturning strength. This destabilizing
feedback! results in a strong decline of the hysteresis
cur5 ve’s upper branch when upstream advection is used
(Fig.@ 6).
The) unperturbed meridional overturning streamfunc-
tion/ of V0.2 shows only a weak circulation in the North
Atlantic (Fig. 2a). Water masses formed by convection
do1 not sink below intermediate depths. Applying a pos-
itive* freshwater flux anomaly to the North Atlantic hard-
lyL affects this overturning pattern. A negative anomaly,
on% the other hand, favors NADW formation such that
the/ overturning strengthens (Fig. 6). By no means we
are+ able to generate multiple equilibria. The hysteresis
behavior" vanishes with the small diffusivity of V0.2 in
our% model, and the THC turns out to be monostable.
d.® ‘‘Off’’ mode dynamics
EquilibriumZ Atlantic meridional overturning stream-
functions! for the unperturbed ‘‘off ’’ mode are shown in
Figs.0 9a,b for V0.6 and V1.3 and in Fig. 10 for the
upstream4 version. In contrast to the ‘‘on’’ mode of the
THC,) huge southern cells dominate the meridional cir-
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FIG. 9. Atlantic meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv) of the unperturbed ‘‘off’’ mode for
(a) V0.6 and (b) V1.3. (c) Difference plot is shown. The 40-yr means are shown.
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FIG. 10. Atlantic meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv) of the unperturbed ‘‘off’’ mode using upstream
advection. A 40-yr mean is shown.
culation,5 filling the abyssal Atlantic Ocean with Ant-
arctic+ water masses.
Although northern convective activity is considerably
reduced­ compared to the ‘‘on’’ mode, there is still some
open-ocean% convection in the Nordic seas (Fig. 11). The
presence, of a cyclonic, wind-driven gyre is associated
with< a doming of isopycnals in the center of the Nordic
seas, causing a local surface salinity maximum at about
70¯ ° N (Figs. 12a,b). This favors the maintenance of con-
vective$ activity, and water masses formed by winter
convection5 are denser than their surroundings. Hence,
a+ weak and shallow overturning cell appears in the North
Atlantic in all versions of the model. In the low-dif-
fusion! versions, this overturning cell is connected with
the/ South Atlantic (Fig. 9a). With enhanced vertical
mixing& coefficients, the southern upper (Ekman-domi-
nated) overturning cell deepens, thereby separating the
North Atlantic overturning cell from the South Atlantic
(Fig.@ 9b). Deepening of the southern cell is associated
with< intensified net upwelling in low latitudes (Fig. 9c),
balancing" increased downward mixing of buoyancy.
InV the ‘‘off ’’ mode of the THC, AABW represents
the/ saltiest water mass in the deep Atlantic (Fig. 12a).
ItsV abyssal flow is associated with a northward salt trans-
port,, while the upper-ocean salt transport from the South
to/ the North Atlantic is substantially reduced. As a re-
sult, the upper North Atlantic and the Nordic seas are
ver$ y fresh (Fig. 12b), and water masses there are rel-
atively+ light.
e.± Vertical mixing and stability of the ‘‘off’’ mode
From0 the hysteresis loops in Fig. 6 we can see that
a+ negative freshwater flux anomaly is required to switch
from! the ‘‘off ’’ mode to the ‘‘on’’ mode. In the follow-
ing,* we examine why such a transition requires a stron-
ger# net evaporation with increasing vertical mixing.
The) difference plot (V0.6 ² V1.3)X in Fig. 9c reveals
a+ strong influence of vertical diffusivity on upper-ocean
overturning% in the South and tropical Atlantic, whereas
the/ circulation is almost unchanged in the deep ocean
and+ in the North Atlantic. The reduced flow of high-
salinity upper-ocean water from the South to the North
Atlantic in version V1.3 results in a lower North Atlantic
mean& salinity in comparison with V0.6 (Figs. 12c,d).
EnhancedZ vertical mixing thus leads to increased north-
ward< freshwater transports by the meridional overturn-
ing* circulation.
For0 a quantitative analysis we define the overturning
component5 of the northward freshwater transport in the
Atlantic Ocean as
0³ S´ µ S´rF ¶ · dz,® (4)@ot¸ S´ r¹ hº
where< h» is the ocean depth, S´ r is a reference salinity
(mean@ salinity of the Atlantic Ocean), and and de-S´ ¼
note zonally averaged salinity and integrated northward
velocity$ , respectively. In equilibrium, the total meridi-
onal% freshwater transport F¨ is* uniquely determined by
the/ constant surface freshwater forcing. Neglecting hor-
izontal* diffusion, F¨ can5 be separated into the overturning
component5 F¨ ot¸ and+ the meridional freshwater transport
by" the horizontal gyre circulation F¨ hor; that is,
F ½ F ¾ F ¿ const.5ot¸ hor (5)
@
InV contrast to zonally averaged models of the ocean,
where< F¨ hor À 0,

Fot¸ can
5 vary in a three-dimensional
model.& The overturning transport of freshwater from the
Southp Atlantic into the North Atlantic, that is, F¨ ot¸ at+ the
equator2 , is displayed in Fig. 13 for the ‘‘off ’’ mode of
the/ different model versions. The cross-equatorial fresh-
water< flow F¨ ot¸ increases with vertical mixing, thereby
making& the North Atlantic fresher and the South Atlantic
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FIG. 11. Potential energy dissipation due to convection in the North Atlantic and the Nordic seas using model
version V1.3 for unperturbed (a) ‘‘on’’ and (b) ‘‘off’’ modes. The 40-yr means are shown; units are 10 Á 3 WÂ
m Ã 2. The cyclonic circulation in the Nordic seas is drawn schematically.
saltier (cf. Fig. 12c). This can be understood by using
the/ scaling
F¨ ÄÆÅ{ÇÉÈ S´hor (6)
@
as+ a lowest order approximation, where Ê S´ is* the dif-
ference! between North and South Atlantic salinities, and
Ë
denotes1 the volume flux of the horizontal gyre cir-
culation.5 Here Ì is* primarily a function of wind stress
and,+ thus, nearly constant in our experiments. Inserting
(6)@ into (5) shows that Í S´ is* proportional to the over-
turning/ freshwater transport F¨ ot¸ :
Î 1
Ï
S´ ÐÒÑ (@ F Ó F).Got¸ (7)
@
RegardingÔ deep overturning, the density of North At-
lanticL water competes with water masses from the
Southernp Ocean. Low densities in a relatively fresh
North Atlantic implicate high stability of the ‘‘off ’’
mode.& Since the salinity difference Õ S´ increases* with
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FIG. 12. ‘‘Off’’ mode salinity distribution in the Atlantic Ocean along (a) a western section and (b) on a horizontal cut at 75-m depth, i.e., on
thej second level of the model grid, for version V0.6. (c), (d) Differences relative to V1.3; 40-yr means are shown.
enhanced2 vertical diffusivity (Fig. 13), larger evapora-
tion/ anomalies are required to destabilize the ‘‘off ’’
mode.&
4.
Ö Comparison with two-dimensional models
RecentlyÔ , the hysteresis response of Atlantic over-
turning/ to varying freshwater forcing and vertical dif-
fusivity! has been analyzed using zonally averaged ocean
models& (Schmittner and Weaver 2001; Ganopolski et al.
2001). To what extent are the results from these two-
dimensional1 models comparable with our findings?
a.( ‘‘On’’ mode
WR ith increased vertical mixing the Atlantic overturn-
ing* of the ‘‘on’’ mode becomes stronger in the two-
dimensional1 ocean model of Schmittner and Weaver
(2001).@ However , the dependence of overturning
strength on the diffusion coefficient is weak in their
model.& Assuming a power-law dependence, the expo-
nent is only 0.18 (Schmittner and Stocker 2001), and
even2 for diffusivities as low as 10 × 2 cm5 2 s Ø 1 the/ over-
turning/ circulation is strong, with a North Atlantic max-
imum* of about 20 Sv in the absence of surface fresh-
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FIG. 13. Salinity contrast between North and South Atlantic against
northward freshwater transport by the overturning circulation Fot
across the equator for the unperturbed ‘‘off’’ mode of the different
QUICK scheme model versions. We define Ù SÚ Û S Ü Nd , whereS S
Ú
S is the salinity averaged over the entire South Atlantic, and NdS S
Ú
denotes the salinity averaged over the North Atlantic and Arctic
Oceans. Values are 40-yr means. Fot is defined as in (4), calculated
on a monthly base, and averaged over 40 years. The solution of the
least squares approximation is plotted in the diagram. According to
(7), the gradient scales with the inverse of the volume flux by the
horizontal gyre circulation. The total northward freshwater transport
across the equator amounts to Ý 0.19 Sv.
water< flux perturbations. It is likely that the upstream
advection+ scheme used in the zonally averaged model
(A.@ Schmittner 2001, personal communication) is re-
sponsible for this behavior. Numerical diffusion can be
of% the same order as explicit diffusion when upstream
advection+ without any additional antidiffusive fluxes is
applied+ in ocean models (Gerdes et al. 1991). Numerical
diffusion1 probably dominates in the low-diffusivity ex-
periments, of Schmittner and Weaver (2001), thus re-
ducing1 the sensitivity of overturning strength to changes
in* the vertical diffusion coefficient.
b.U ‘‘Off’’ mode
RegardingÔ the stability of the ‘‘off ’’ mode, funda-
mental& differences between zonally averaged models
and+ our OGCM are exhibited. Vertical mixing tends to
stabilize the ‘‘off ’’ mode in our OGCM, thereby wid-
ening2 the hysteresis loop. By contrast, large diffusivity
reduces­ the width of the hysteresis in the two-dimen-
sional models of Schmittner and Weaver (2001) and
Ganopolski= et al. (2001). Schmittner and Weaver (2001)
explained2 their model’s behavior by the weakened den-
sity stratification in the North Atlantic when strong ver-
tical/ mixing is applied: a smaller increase in surface
salinity is sufficient to destabilize the stratification, ac-
tivate/ convection, and induce a mode transition. In our
OGCM,n where convective activity is weak, but still ac-
tive/ in the Nordic seas, another mechanism controls the
influence* of vertical mixing on the stability of the ‘‘off ’’
mode.& Increased vertical diffusivity results in a deep-
ening2 of the southern upper overturning cell. Changes
of% this overturning cell alter freshwater transports, North
Atlantic salinities, and hence the stability of the ‘‘off ’’
mode.&
DifferentÞ ‘‘off ’’ mode dynamics in two-dimensional
models& can be attributed to the absence of freshwater
transports/ by horizontal gyres. Because of excess pre-
cipitation5 and river runoff there is a freshwater surplus
in* the North Atlantic/Nordic seas. In equilibrium, this
surplus is balanced by the ocean circulation, exporting
freshwater! southward. In the ‘‘off ’’ mode circulation
found! in our OGCM, a weak and shallow overturning
cell5 is present in the North Atlantic. It is associated with
convective5 activity in the Nordic seas, which is favored
by" a cyclonic wind stress in that region. This overturning
cell5 is not very efficient with respect to freshwater trans-
port., Instead, a major portion of freshwater is exported
from! the northern North Atlantic by the anticyclonic
gyre# circulation, as can be seen from Fig. 12b by the
tongue/ of low-salinity water in the eastern North At-
lantic.L In two-dimensional models, all freshwater has to
be" transported by the overturning circulation alone. This
constraint5 leads to a different ‘‘off ’’ mode overturning
pattern, that is characterized by a single reversed cir-
culation5 cell with deep upwelling reaching far into the
northern North Atlantic (Stocker and Wright 1991;
Stockerp et al. 1992; Ganopolski et al. 2001).
5.ß Concluding remarks
WR e studied the influence of vertical mixing on the
THC) and its hysteresis behavior using a three-dimen-
sional OGCM. We found that the stability properties of
the/ THC are closely linked to freshwater transports by
the/ overturning circulation that, in turn, strongly depend
on% upper-ocean vertical diffusivity. For sufficiently large
vertical$ mixing, we found a pronounced hysteresis be-
havior- in our model. By decreasing the diffusivity, the
two/ branches of the hysteresis merge, and the THC be-
comes5 monostable for very small vertical diffusivity.
The) speculations of Manabe and Stouffer (1999) cannot
be" confirmed by our OGCM since a critical diffusivity,
above( which< two stable equilibria do not exist, was not
found.!
Byà comparing our results with those from two-di-
mensional& models (Schmittner and Weaver 2001; Gan-
opolski% et al. 2001), discrepancies regarding the stability
of% the ‘‘off ’’ mode were exhibited. The results suggest
that/ processes, important for ‘‘off ’’ mode dynamics, are
different1 in two-dimensional and three-dimensional
models.& In particular, freshwater transports by horizontal
gyres# have a significant effect on the overturning cir-
culation5 in our OGCM. More general, we conclude that
all+ model properties that affect horizontal gyre trans-
ports, of freshwater (e.g., horizontal resolution, bottom
topography)/ have a potential influence on THC dynam-
ics* and stability.
Furthermore,0 we studied the influence of numerical
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FIG. A2. Zonal-mean sea surface temperatures in the OGCM (ver-
sion V0.6: ‘‘on’’ mode without surface freshwater flux perturbation;
40-yr means) and calculated from the Levitus (1982) climatology.
Three different sets of heat flux parameters á 1 and â 2 are used in the
model (see text).
FIG. A1. Sea surface temperatures (ã C) simulated by the OGCM
(version V0.6: ‘‘on’’ mode without surface freshwater flux pertur-
bation; 40-yr mean) using (a) the heat flux parameters ä 1 å 15 W
m æ 2 K ç 1 and è 2 é 2 ê 1012 W K
Â ë 1 and (b) the Levitus (1982)
climatology.
FIG. A3. Differences in zonal mean Atlantic surface temperatures
between ‘‘on’’ mode and ‘‘off ’’ mode of the THC using three different
sets of surface heat flux parameters (see text) to force the OGCM
(version V0.6; without surface freshwater flux perturbations; 40-yr
means).
diffusion1 by applying different advection schemes
(QUICK,@ upstream). The results suggest that numerical
diffusion1 can change the stability properties of the THC
substantially . We point to a positive feedback between
overturning% strength and numerical diffusivity, making
the/ conveyor more vulnerable. This unphysical effect
has- implications for climate scenario integrations and
possibly, results in overestimated changes of the THC
in* models that employ upstream advection without add-
ing* antidiffusive fluxes.
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APPENDIX
Influenceí of the Surface Heat Flux Parameters
î
1 andï ð 2 onñ Sea Surface Temperatures
andï THC Stability
The) surface heat flux formulation (1) allows for scale
selective damping of sea surface temperature anomalies,
and+ is therefore superior to the conventional restoring
approach.+ Applying ò 1 ó 15 W m ô 2 K õ 1 and+ ö 2 ÷ 2
ø 1012 W KR ù 1 in our model setup, the timescale for
sur face restoring can vary from one month for small-
scale temperature anomalies to almost one-half year for
large-scale anomalies. It is important that these param-
eters2 allow the simulation of sea surface temperatures
that/ are close to observations (Fig. A1).
ItV is well known that surface heat flux parameteri-
zationsú have a substantial influence on the stability prop-
erties2 of the THC. In particular, a strong damping of
sur face temperature anomalies can considerably de-
crease5 the stability of the ‘‘on’’mode (e.g., Mikolajewicz
and+ Maier-Reimer 1994; Rahmstorf and Willebrand
1995; Lohmann et al. 1996; Prange et al. 1997). Using
version$ V0.6 of our model, we carried out additional
experiments2 to demonstrate the effects of û 1 and+ ü 2 on%
THC) stability.
Figure0 A2 shows zonal-mean sea surface tempera-
tures/ using three different sets of heat flux parameters.
Standardp values (see above) are used in set 1. Set 2
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FIG. A4. As in Fig. 6 except that model version V0.6 with three
different sets of surface heat flux parameters (see text) is used.
defines1 a conventional restoring approach, where ý 2 is
set to zero and þ 1 ß 75
¯ W m   2 K  1. With a thickness
of% 50 m for the topmost boxes of the model grid, this
corresponds5 to a restoring timescale of approximately
one% month. Set 3 consists of values suggested by
RahmstorÔ f and Willebrand (1995); that is,  1  3 W

m&  2 K  1 and+  2  8
 	 1012 W KR 
 1. These authors have
shown that the thermal boundary condition (1) can be
derived1 from an atmospheric energy balance model with
diffusive1 lateral heat transport. In their derivation, the
restoring­ temperature is strictly defined as the surface
temperature/ that would be reached in the absence of
oceanic% heat transports. Using actual air temperatures,
as+ we do in our setup, the heat flux parameters of Rahms-
tor/ f and Willebrand (1995) are not appropriate, resulting
in* strongly reduced surface temperatures in low latitudes
(Fig.@ A2).
The) model’s capability to maintain sea surface tem-
perature, anomalies is demonstrated in Fig. A3 for the
different1 sets of heat flux parameters. Applying set 1 or
set 3, we find considerable surface temperature differ-
ences2 between ‘‘off ’’ mode and ‘‘on’’ mode in the North
Atlantic. The strong restoring of set 2, however, sup-
presses, the development of temperature anomalies.
North Atlantic cooling tends to stabilize the ‘‘on’’ mode
by" increasing the density of North Atlantic water mas-
ses. This is clearly expressed in the ‘‘stability diagrams’’
(Fig.@ A4).
WeR conclude that our standard set of parameters ( 1
 15 W m  2 K  1,T  2  2  1012 W K
R  1)G is a suitable
choice,5 allowing the simulation of observed sea surface
temperatures/ and the maintenance of large-scale tem-
perature, anomalies in perturbation experiments.
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